
ENGLISH-a two week programme of work five days of text level work, dedicated gram-

mar and spelling lessons, extended writing and editing and redrafting skills. 

WW1: 

The Black Hand gang (Links to history) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XS1gROq5iZ8  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oEvuMhP2CuA –retelling the events using key 

symbols to explain. Given choices of format. 

Using the texts ‘War horse’ and ‘Private Peaceful’ by Michael Morpurgo using BBC 

schools radio: https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/english-ks1--ks2--

ks3-index/zf34gwx  

WW2: 

Carrie’s War –BBC radio 

Use of animation ‘Beyond the lines’ https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=ncRsHc5bgVo to explore...Letter writing, Story writing: settings, alternate 

endings and descriptions  (also links to art work)                                      

‘The beginner’s guide to code cracking’-linked to history, codes and secrets.  

Children writing codes and understanding Morse code, phonetic alphabet 

Grammar: following coverage set out in the national curriculum. Recapping on 

Year 5;  

New learning includes: semi-colons, Colons and dashes and recapping on                    

previously learned punctuation  

Adverbials and different verb forms, e.g. active and passive.  

Progressive and perfect form of the tenses. 

Vocabulary linked to the theme and science. 

Spelling: Year three-six spelling list explored through investigation and              

rote-learning. 

Learning spelling rules and patterns 

Year six scientific studies are: LIGHT AND HUMANS AND OTHER ANIMALS 

• Recap on the structure of the 

skeleton and the position of 

organs 

• The heart-how it works 

• Circulation system and how it 

works 

• Blood-constituents  

• Pulse rates (SC1) 

• How the body can be affected 

by diet, drugs etc... 

• Reflection  

• How materials affect reflection 

(SC1) 

• Refraction in water  

(investigation-Sc1) 

• Mirrors (Linked to periscopes) 

• The eye and how we see 

• How light travels, how the passage 

of light can be altered 

MATHS 

Following WRM hub planning and 

the use of Maths Shed resources 

3 days new content-calculating, 

fractions, position and          

direction (links to map reading 

in theme) 

1 day arithmetic focus:                

x-tables, +-x÷ ,                

BIDMAS, -ve numbers 

1 day independent             

investigation+/ reasoning  

problems (some of these will 

link to the Theme, i.e. code 

breaking; creating and       

exploring and developing           

patterns): 

‘Which Scripts’        

Hundred square activities  

X tables activities 

Sequences such as: Square and 

cube  numbers,  Triangle              

numbers, primes, Fibonacci and 

Roman numerals 

HISTORY: Local history link-Wilfred Owen 

Journey through the two world wars, focussing on some of the heroes (big and small, home and 

abroad) The secret plans, code-crackers, Inventions and their inventors. 

How, when and where did the wars start-who were the main players and why did it happen? 

Main events of the wars-The Somme, operation Overlord and Dunkirk; Holocaust 

The legacy of the Wars-linked to Geography (how was the European and world map altered? 

People at home-linked to D&T-rationing, women and Pals battalion  

Using research skills, note-taking and explanation. 

The destination project will be a 

 

 

Creating a replica artefact form either of the wars, along with information to explain or             

illustrate or enhance the artefact. 

Geography: 

Linked to Britain : 

Name and locate the key topographical features  

including coast, features of erosion, hills,  

mountains and rivers. Understand how these     

features have changed over time. How did these 

features influence the war 

Use of Maps, google earth, grid references to   

locate places& key features  

Compare and contrast the European map before WW1 

and by the end of WW2 and explain changes. 

PE: Netball: skills such as passing, pivoting, 

shooting, changing direction.   

Gymnastics: flight  

Dance: linked to the war-themes such as conflict, 

change, friendship and pain                            

(Music from ‘the piano’) 

ART:  

sketching based on the wars: 

Poppies-whole and sections,         

exploring detail, textures and 

colour. 

Look at the work of WW1 & 2  

artists and discuss the use of 

light and shade.  

Silhouettes and sunset skies  

Machines 

Final destination: A Banner to                         

commemorate their Pals              

battalion: 

Using a variety of textures,  

images and techniques,          

including sewing and applique. 

D&T: 

Linked to rationing in WW2-what 

were they given? Exploring   

recipes and what was grown or 

raised 

Design a healthy meal using  

only the rations 

Music: Using Charanga-Happy  

Also: Listening and appreciating music of the 

eras of the two World wars 

Songs: ‘pack up your troubles’ and the new ver-

sion-compare and contrast 

‘We’ll meet again’ ‘Blue birds’ by Vera Lynn and 

the Big band sound. 

RE: Harvest-(linked to rationing) the importance 

of food, how does it link to god? Why do people 

celebrate with food-celebrations through history. 

Beliefs-linked to Holocaust, how we treat people 

and why. Where do our beliefs and code of          

behaviour come from-is it important? Why? 

PSHCE: VIPs (from Twinkl) who are the VIPs in our 

lives and how we treat them and show them they 

are important. 

Debates linked to the Holocaust, respecting                 

peoples differences 
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https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/english-ks1--ks2--ks3-index/zf34gwx
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/english-ks1--ks2--ks3-index/zf34gwx
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